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Holidays Celebrations

Israel

Lebanon

Turkey

Our communities in the Middle East are 
celebrating the holidays with a lot of celebrations 
to welcome the new year of 2023!



Heavenly Tribal Messiah 
Activities



HTM Middle East: Visiting Families

Israel Lebanon

Lebanon

Lebanon

Lebanon

In Israel and Lebanon, our HTM members are being visited and educated, as well as 
commemorating the holidays!



Witnessing Activities



Lebanon: 7-Day Divine Principle Workshop in Arabic

In a hybrid 7-day DP workshop conducted fully in Arabic, 3 participants attended in-
person and 5 online. One youth from Jordan traveled to Lebanon to attend the 
workshop in person and we hope all the participants can join our HPHC in the future!
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Israel: Half-Day Divine Principle Workshop for a CARP Guest

This month a half-
day Divine 
Principle Workshop 
was held to a CARP 
guest. We hope 
more CARP 
associates can 
participate on other 
workshops in the 
future!
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Israel: Divine Principle Lectures to a Peace Associate

The Divine 
Principle 
lectures continue 
for one Peace 
Associate in 
Israel. We hope 
he can be a new 
member of our 
community soon!
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Israel: Street Witnessing



Preparing the 
environment for 
Witnessing



UPF Lebanon: Humanitarian Aid Event in Saida

This month UPF Lebanon held another Humanitarian Aid Event and Family 
Blessing Festival in Saida on December 17th, in collaboration with Sheikh 
Sohip. There were about 43 Families present.



WFWP Iran: Humanitarian work 

WFWP Iran connected to a new NGO, and our sister in Iran went with the 
president of the NGO to a remote area in the southwest of Iran to bring 
motherly love to the small kids who are studying in a very difficult situation. 
Our aim is to continue and lay the foundation to reach and love more people.



Middle East HJ Forum: 3rd Session (Jordan)

On the 10th of December the Forum hosted two speakers who are the 
executive directors of NGOs in Jordan. They shared their efforts to empower 
the youth and the situation of the youth in the country. We hope this can be a 
door to connect with other like-minded NGOs in our region!
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UPF Israel: Interfaith Meeting

This month UPF together with Mechina, a group of young people before their recruitment 
into the armed forces, could hold an Interfaith meeting focused on the theme of light, 
based on the holiday season of Hannukah and Christmas.



Raising Future Leaders
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HARP Israel: Second Generation Meeting

This month a gathering took place with the nations’ 2nd generation youth 
focused on the theme “Raising Young Spiritual Leaders”. This gathering 
was to give time for the youth to join for a deep but joyful experience.
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